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	High-Pressure Grinding Rolls
	Pallet Cars 
		description Pallet Car Component Parts
Our Pallet Car component parts are each specifically designed to fit perfectly onto your pallet car for your iron ore induration furnace. Component parts are modular and designed for easy replacement during maintenance. CSP has been designing Pallet and Sinter Component Parts for over 30 years. 


		Grate Bars for Pallet and Sinter Cars	
	Center Frames for Pallet and Sinter Cars	
	End Frames for Pallet and Sinter Cars	
	Upper and Lower Sidewalls for Pallet and Sinter Cars


		Seal Bars for Pallet and Sinter Cars	
	Wheels and wheel assemblies for Pallet and Sinter Cars	
	Pressure Rollers for Pallet and Sinter Cars	
	End Spacer Bar for Pallet and Sinter Cars




	Crusher Liners 
		description Crusher Liners
CSP has been supplying CSP Crusher wear liners for over 30 years to global steel, mining and mineral processing, aggregate, oil sands, cement, and power customers. Our CSP Crusher wear liners offering covers major gyratory crushers, jaw crushers, cone crushers, impact crushers and roll crushers – optimized for any size reduction need. CSP Crusher wear liners are designed and manufactured to deliver industry leading crushing performance and prevent unnecessary downtime.


		CSP Cone Crusher Wear Parts	
	CSP Gyratory Crusher Wear Parts	
	CSP Jaw Crusher Wear Parts	
	CSP Impact Crusher wear parts	
	Roll Crusher wear parts


		What Affects Liner Life?	
	When to change Cone Crusher liners




	
	Mining & Mineral 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
Wear components for the mining and mineral processing industry undergo significant impact and wear abrasion. CSP’s line of parts for the mining and mineral processing industry have been supplied to the worlds largest mining operations. The critical path components are expertly designed to fit and exceed the wear life of our competitors parts. Our innovative products will ensure your equipment is protected and operating and peek performance.


		High-Pressure Grinding Rolls	
	Pallet Cars & Sinter Cars	
	Crusher Liners


		Cooler Pallet	
	Iron Ore Filters	
	Iron Ore Travelling Grate




	Oil Sands 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
CSP has been supplying the Oilsands for 25 years. As the innovator in Alberta, CSP developed the Tungsten Carbide Overlay (PTA), Chrome White Iron Bi-metallic liners and other ore prep parts designed to handle the fine asbrasion and impact, unlike any other process in the world, seen right here in Alberta. As an Alberta based supplier we are the leading experts in components to handle the harsh environment in our oilsands operations.


		Bi-Metal Elbows	
	Bi-Metallic Liners	
	Centrifugal Pumps	
	Chrome White Iron Liners	
	Feeder Pan Skirting	
	Feeder Pans	
	Laminated Liners	
	Overlay Pipe


		Overlay Wear Plates	
	Shovel Undercarriage	
	Sizer Breaker Plates	
	Sizer Tips	
	Slurry Pump Housing	
	White Iron Spool & Piping Pieces




	Steel 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
We supply a broad range of ferrous metals for steel mill wear parts that provide high uniform strength in all directions. We cast ductile iron, ADI, CADI, Ni-Resist, Ni-Hard, and compacted graphite, also gray iron and many other metals. CSP also develops custom and proprietary alloys for steel mill wear parts, and we have the capability to meet specific requirements for micro structure and other physical properties


		Bar Mills	
	Coke Oven Castings	
	Furnace Castings	
	Hot Run Table Rolls	
	Hot Strip Mills


		Pipe Die	
	Stainless Steel Rolls	
	Steel Producing	
	Tools for Recyclers




	Cement 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
CSP designs and manufactures castings, forgings and fabrications for the cement industry.  The challenging environments inherent in cement production dictate durable long lasting parts are used within the mills. Our experienced engineering and sales departments understand the requirement of supplying to our cement customers high quality parts that are long lasting and reduce downtime.


		Apron Feeder Pans	
	Bearing Housing	
	Blow Bars	
	Cooler / Clinker Grates	
	Dust Collector	
	Grinding Rolls	
	Hammers	
	Kiln Nose Rings


		Liners	
	Mill Head	
	Steel Mill Liners	
	Overlay Wear Plate	
	Support Rollers	
	Table Segments	
	Thimbles / Hangers




	Power 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
CSP is a leading supplier of high temperature and wear castings to the power generation industry.  Our customers include commercial and industrial power plants, municipal utilities, bio-mass, waste-to-energy plants, co-generation, institutions and independent electric power producers.


		Ash Handling Pipe	
	Blow Bars	
	Chain Flights	
	CSP Cast Tube Shields	
	Dust Collector	
	Fluidize Bed Nozzles	
	Grinding Rolls	
	Hammers	
	Mill Liners	
	Overlay Pipe


		Overlay Wear Plate	
	Pug Mill Paddles	
	Reciprocating Grates	
	Stationary Grates	
	Sugar Mill Stoker Grates	
	Sweep Assemblies	
	Table Segments	
	Travelling Grates	
	Waterwork Caps




	Aluminum 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
Our experienced sales and engineering departments work closely with our Aluminum industry end users to determine exactly what is required in order to supply an engineered custom wear, replacement and abrasion and heat resistant product solution manufactured to the highest industry standards including ISO 9000, ASTM, AISI, DIN, JIS, SAE or proprietary standards.


		Anode Yoke	
	Anode Cross Bars	
	Ingot Molds




	Oil & Gas 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
For over twenty five years our Edmonton CSP location has been a leading supplier to OEM and aftermarket of high quality cast, forged and fabricated wear, replacement, abrasion and heat resistant products for the challenging conditions of oil and gas drilling and processing


		Valve Components	
	Blow Out Preventers	
	Elevators	
	Manual Tongs	
	Plug Valves


		Pump Jacks & Counterweights	
	Pump Modules	
	Slips	
	Table Bushings




	Heavy Equipment 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
CSP is a leading supplier of cast, forged and fabricated wear parts to OEM and aftermarket Ground Engaging & Heavy Equipment. We are committed to supplying innovative engineered site-specific wear parts for demanding applications in different industries.


		Axels & Shafts	
	Brass Bushings & Washers	
	Bucket Teeth	
	Clevis Shakles	
	Crane Replacement Parts	
	Crawler Shoes & Track Pads	
	Grader Boards


		Grouser Ice Lugs	
	Mole Teeth	
	Planetary Drive	
	Rollers	
	Sheaves	
	Sprockets	
	Tumblers / Idlers




	Rail 
		description Delivering the Highest Quality
We have over 25 years knowledge of high strength alloys, manganese alloys and irons and our experienced engineering and sales departments use this to supply a full slate of high solidity and industrial castings to suit any railway customer requirements.


		Brake System Components	
	Chocks	
	Derailers	
	Heel Blocks	
	Joint Bars	
	Manganese Frogs	
	Rail Braces	
	Rerailers


		Shunt Blocks	
	Switch Point Protectors	
	Switch Stand Castings	
	Truck & Wheel Assemblies	
	Tie Plate	
	Wheel Hubs	
	Wheel Stops	
	Yokes
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												DOWNTIME IS NOT AN OPTION.

STATE OF THE ART.

INNOVATIVELY ENGINEERED.

CAST WEAR COMPONENT PARTS.
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							High-Pressure Grinding Rolls

								

						

					
											
							CSP is a leading worldwide supplier of HPGR Rolls to OEM and aftermarket. We have many successful working applications having supplied hundreds of sets of HPGR Rolls to a variety of worldwide mining and mineral processing operations including Iron Ore, Diamond, Molybdenum, Gold and Copper.

						

									

				

			
				
				
					
						
							Crusher Liners

								

						

					
											
							CSP has been supplying CSP Crusher wear liners for over 30 years to global steel, mining and mineral processing, aggregate, oil sands, cement, and power customers. Our CSP Crusher wear liners offering covers major gyratory crushers, jaw crushers, cone crushers, impact crushers and roll crushers – optimized for any size reduction need. CSP Crusher wear liners are designed and manufactured to deliver industry leading crushing performance and prevent unnecessary downtime.

 

						

									

				

			
				
				
					
						
							Pallet Cars

								

						

					
											
							CSP is a leading worldwide supplier of pallet cars and sinter cars to OEM and the aftermarket. We have many successful working applications of CSP Pallet and CSP Sinter Cars in iron ore pelletizing and sintering plants worldwide. CSP is proud of successfully supplying thousands of units in the last 25 years.

						

									

				

				





	






	
		
			
				Industrial Wear Parts Manufacturers

Cast Steel Products LP (CSP) is a North American company and leading worldwide industrial wear parts manufacturer and cone crusher parts supplier to OEM and aftermarket state of the art and innovatively engineered cast, forged and fabricated wear, abrasion and heat resistant products. We have a successful track record of supplying global mining and mineral processing, oil sands, oil and gas, steel, aluminum, cement, power and railway industries, ground engaging and heavy equipment, smelting and crushing application sectors. As a premier industrial wear parts manufacturer and cone crusher parts supplier, we strive to deliver the highest quality products at the best prices on the market today. Our innovative casting process provides on-time delivery and unmatched performance, ensuring our clients’ full satisfaction. We serve a wide range of industries worldwide, fully customizing our industrial wear parts and casting products to fit each individual application. Connect with us to learn more about our innovative engineering solutions and the wide range of industries we serve around the world today!
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							Mining

								

						

					
											
							Cast Steel Products LP (CSP) for over 25 years has been a leading worldwide supplier to OEM and aftermarket of high quality cast, forged and fabricated metal wear, replacement and abrasion and heat resistant products to the Mining and Mineral Processing industries.

						

									

				

			
				
				
					
						
							Steel

								

						

					
											
							We supply a broad range of ferrous metals for steel mill wear parts that provide high uniform strength in all directions. We cast ductile iron, ADI, CADI, Ni-Resist, Ni-Hard, and compacted graphite, also gray iron and many other metals.

						

									

				

			
				
				
					
						
							Oil Sands

								

						

					
											
							Our local knowledge of the challenging conditions from extreme cold to scorching heat, moisture intense and high wear environments together with our experienced sales and engineering departments has enabled CSP to deliver proven innovative engineered products and provide custom solutions to our Oil Sands customers.
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							CSP is a leading supplier of high temperature and wear castings to the power generation industry.  Our customers include commercial and industrial power plants, municipal utilities, bio-mass, waste-to-energy plants, co-generation, institutions and independent electric power producers. CSP’s goal is to provide durable, cost effective parts specific to each industry.

						

									

				

			
				
				
					
						
							Cement

								

						

					
											
							CSP designs and manufactures castings, forgings and fabrications for the cement industry.  The challenging environments inherent in cement production dictate durable long lasting parts are used within the mills. Our experienced engineering and sales departments understand the requirement of supplying to our cement customers.

						

									

				

			
				
				
					
						
							Heavy Equipment

								

						

					
											
							CSP cast, forged and fabricated wear parts for Ground Engaging & Heavy Equipment are designed to provide customers with fast lead times, high levels of safety, reliability, maintainability and to minimize downtime and withstand the harshest wear environments.
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		Social

					Cast Steel Products is committed to providing a social atmosphere for clients, employees and the community.
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